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The Snake Hill Site: A War of 1812 Battle Site and Military Hospital
Dr. Ron Williamson
Archaeological Services Inc.
This month we combine Speaker's Night with Heritage Week Activities, and feature a
presentation from a charter member of the London Chapter. Ron will present the work he
supervised on this fascinating War of 1812 site, located in the Town of Fort Erie. In many ways,
the story of how the mitigation of this site occurred is as interesting as the findings from the site
itself! So see you at Grosvenor Lodge at our Heritage Week time of Thursday, February 18th,
at 7:30 PM.
Next Month: Our March meeting is scheduled for Thursday, March 11th, at out regular time of
8 PM. The speaker in March will be Paul Lennox, of the Ministry of
Transportation, talking on the Kassel and Blue Dart sites, two bifurcate Early
Archaic occupations in Waterloo Region.
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EXECUTIVE REPORT
The Executive has been busy of late with plans for Heritage week (February 13th and 21st), and
planning for the OAS symposium scheduled for Niagara Falls this October 22nd-24th (see
below). Highlights of heritage week will be Ron Williamson's presentation on the Snake Hill site
on Thursday the 18th at Grosvenor Lodge, as well as Heritage Day activities slated for Monday,
February 15th at Grosvenor Lodge. The Minister of Culture, Tourism & Recreation, Anne
Swarbrick, will attend the Heritage Day events scheduled for that day. For further information
contact the Executive at Grosvenor Lodge.
As it is the start of a new calender year, it means that those nasty ANNUAL LONDON
CHAPTER MEMBERSHIP FEES are now due. Of course, membership fess have been kept
at the same level again (see cover for costs), and Neal Ferris promises a rich and interesting
assortment of articles planned for 1993. So don't delay, renew today!
* * * * *

O A S SYMPOSIUM, 1993

* * * * *

Niagara Falls, Ontario, Sheraton Inn Hotel
October 22-24th
Whoops! There was an error in last month's announcement of the OAS symposium: everything
was correct except for the dates! Please note that the symposium is scheduled a week sooner in
October than first announced last month.
So far we already have a few sessions planned (on historic archaeology, urban core archaeology,
rock art as archaeology), but there is certainly lots of room left on the agenda for more sessions.
Of course these will be booked on a first come-first served basis, so fire your ideas in ASAP.
Preliminary arrangements are being made to co-ordinate student accommodation and day-care
services during the meetings. As well, we hope to organize a few tours of the area ("bring your
own car" or walking tour venue). Stay tuned for further information. Anyone interested in helping
to organize the conference, or would like to submit session topic ideas, or would be willing to
volunteer time during the conference, should contact Neal Ferris at 519-433-8401.
SOCIAL REPORT
Through February and March the Thames Art Gallery at the Chatham Cultural Centre in Chatham
is running an exhibit on Oriental Export Porcelain, 1600-1800. The exhibit features some rare
and beautiful examples of this early porcelain, found normally in southwestern Ontario in tiny
pieces on 18th century sites! If you're in the area check it out.
Also, does anyone have any ideas for possible Chapter summer field projects? If you're interested
in volunteering on field projects or would like to organize one for the Chapter, please contact Pat.
EDITOR'S REPORT
Speaking of ceramics, we feature this month the latest instalment from Ian and Sue Kenyon's
research on the history of ceramic use in 19th century Ontario, this time examining the wealth
of information available in probate inventories. Enjoy!

HOUSEHOLD CERAMIC STOCKS IN MID-19th CENTURY ONTARIO
Ian & Susan Kenyon
This paper develops a subject touched on in the April issue of KEWA; namely, the level or
quantities of ceramics stocked by Ontario households. The earlier paper briefly dealt with this
topic for the 1800-40 period (Kenyon 1992:9-13), here we turn to the mid-19th century, for
present purposes defined as the period between the union of the two Canadas in 1841 and
Confederation in 1867.
While some use is made of household accounts, domestic economy books, and even debtor's
legislation, the principal source of information will be from probate inventories. For the
approximately 25 year period considered here, court records possibly containing inventories are
voluminous; our time to study these limited. So what follows is more of a progress report —
often using sparse data — than a finished or definitive study.
Between 1793 and 1858 estates were administered by a two-tier court system (see Shepard
1984; Osborne 1980). For individuals with land holdings in more than one district and whose
property totalled more than £5\s were administered by a centralized Probate Court at York,
(later the City of Toronto). For those with property in only one district, Surrogate Courts were
established in each district (and later counties). In 1858 the central Probate Court was abolished,
and from then on all estates were administered by county courts. This study uses records from
both Surrogate and Probate Courts2.
Estate files are composed of the various records submitted to the court administrating
probate, including such documents as wills, petitions for probate, administration bonds, and
inventories of the deceased's personal estate. Property listed in inventories may include land,
tools, livestock and crop in the field for farmers, the business stock of merchants, and household
furnishings and utensils. Of great use in evaluating the socio-economic position of the deceased
is the frequent use of the person's occupation or title in court records.
The important thing to realize about mid-19th century Ontario estate files is that, unlike the
detailed records from the earlier part of the century, they can be a disappointing source for
material culture studies — most contain nothing at all relating to types and quantities of
household furnishings.
There are several reasons for this decrease of informational value through time. By the
1840s changes had taken place in the probation of wills. While in law executors were still
required to make an inventory of the deceased's personal estate and effects, according to Keele
writing in 1844:
...practice, however, as it now prevails, the executor does not exhibit any inventory
unless he be cited for that purpose at the suit of a creditor, or legatee, or party in
distribution (Keele 1844:96).
As a result, only about 20% of estate files from the 1840s and 1850s contain inventories of
personal property.
Mid-19th century estate inventories, when do they occur, are often sketchy. While difficult
to quantify, it appears that the number and variety of household furnishings increased through
time. Rather than enumerate every item, mid-19th century estate assessors preferred to group
household furnishings together assigning a single lump sum monetary value. Even when ceramics
are mentioned its is often only a generic name (e.g. "crockery", "delf') with a total value, but no
piece by piece listing. It is mostly for homes of the rich where the occasional detailed inventory

occurs. In all, about 2000 estate files for the 1845-1858 period were examined, yet less than two
dozen (see Appendix B) or about 1% contain inventories describing ceramics beyond the generic
level, and even some of these have unsatisfactory information.
VALUE OF HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS

One way of looking at household ceramic stocks is to view them as one element in a
consumption system involving the purchase of durable commodities to furnish a house. To be
expected are close relationships among the value of ceramics in a household, the total value of
a household's furnishings, and the wealth and social position of the household's occupants. These
relationships will be the focus of this paper.
Wentworth County Sample
To construct a statistical profile of the value of household furnishings, estate files of the
Wentworth County Surrogate Court for 1845 to 1858 were used as a case study. During this
period Wentworth county included the rapidly growing city of Hamilton, so estate files contain
a good mixture of rural and urban households. Fortunately the social history of Hamilton is
probably the best studied of all Ontario cities (e.g. Doucet 1976; Katz 1972, 1975). Also helpful
in identifying early Hamiltonians is the first volume of the Dictionary of Hamilton Biography
(Bailey 1981).
All 824 Wentworth County estate files for the 1845-1858 period were examined. From a
subsample of 559 files (for the 1846-52 and 1855-58 periods) information on total value of
furnishings was systematically collected yielding data for 114 households (see Figure I)3. These
values, it should be stressed, only refer to household furnishings, not to real estate holdings or
investments. Property like livestock, value of crops and farmers or tradesmen's working tools are
also excluded. Hotelkeepers were not counted since their household furnishings also include what
in essence are the tools of their trade: bedroom and dining room furniture, crockery and
glassware, as well as bar room supplies.
The distribution of household furnishing values displays considerable inequality, although
the degree of inequality is less than that found, for instance, in Hamilton and Toronto property
assessments4. In the Wentworth County sample, most households (82%) have less than £40 worth
of furnishings.
There are marked economic differences when households are divided into socio-economic
segments according to an occupational classification adapted from Michael Katz's (1975) study
of early Victorian Hamilton:
(A) "Elite" includes anyone given a honourific title like "gentleman" or "esquire" (usually
an indication that the person possessed a government appointed position) whether an urban
or rural resident. Also in this category is anyone in Katz's occupational classes I and II
(excepting farmers), which consists mainly of business owners and professionals.
(B) Artisans or Skilled Workers. Artisans include such skilled workers (Katz's class III) as
blacksmiths, carpenters and shoemakers.
(C) Labourers and Semi-skilled Workers. This groups includes both semi-skilled (e.g. porters
and teamsters) and unskilled urban workers (Katz classes IV and V), as well as probable
agricultural labourers (i.e. decedents with occupations listed as labourers but residing in a
township rather than incorporated urban place).
(D) Farmers. On many wills the title of the deceased was given as "yeoman." Most such

Value of Household Furnishings
Source: Wentworth Co. Surrogate Court, 1846-52, 1855-58.
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Figure 1: Value of Household Furnishings in £
inventories clearly represent farmers and are so classed here. In a few cases, however, the
inventory of a "yeoman" listed a set of trademan's tools rather than farm equipment and
livestock. These inventories were assigned to the artisan category.
(E) Other is a residual category consisting of either widows or men with no occupation or
title listed.
Table 1 shows the mean value of household
Table 1: Value of Household Furnishings in £
furnishings, standard deviations and sample
(Wentworth Surrogate Court, 1846-58)
sizes for these five groups. Average value of
No.
GROUP
Mean
Std. Dev
household furnishings for the elite is more
than three times that of artisans. In turn,
11
A. Elite
74.8
42.1
artisans have about twice the value as
B. Artisans
17
13.8
20.9
labourers and semi-skilled workers, although
C. Labourers
4.4
5
10.0
the sample size is very small for this last
group. As a whole farmers are virtual
D. Fanners
71
20.6
16.4
identical to artisans, although displaying a
10
E. Other
19.7
13.2
slightly greater range of variation. The group
114
ALL
25.5
25.3
of unclassified households is also similar to
the artisans.
In all, three of the five groups (B, D &
E) representing 86% of the sample, have
mean values of household furnishings of about £20 to £21. The semi-skilled and unskilled
workers (Group C) averaging £10 make up only 4% of the households, and may well have been

systematically under represented in court records. With an average household furnishing value
of £75, the elite (Group A) forms 10% of the sample.
Relationship between Value of Household Furnishings and Value of Ceramics and Glassware
A sample of 46 inventories contain information on value of ceramics and glassware. This
sample is composed of those Wentworth County estate records where separate values were given
for ceramics and glassware combined with files from the Probate Court, which typically represent
wealthier people. While this composite sample includes a higher proportion of the wealthy than
would have occurred in the population as a whole, it has the utility of providing a broad range
of values of household furnishings against which consumption of crockery and glassware can be
examined.
A clear relationship exists between the absolute worth of a household's furnishings and
value of tableware ceramics and glass, illustrated by Figure 2 in which these variables are shown
on logarithmic scales (used to accommodate the wide range of household furnishing values). On
average, ceramics and table glass represents 4.1% by value of a household's furnishings.
Economists sometimes use a measurement of "elasticity" to gauge whether goods are in a
behavioral sense "necessities" or "luxuries". According to this approach, with necessities the
relative proportion of expenditure or ownership of a good decreases at higher income or wealth
levels; in contrast, with luxuries the proportion increases with wealth. A numerical index of
elasticity centres on 1.0: goods less than this can be considered as necessities and goods higher
than this as luxuries. With the mid-19th century Ontario sample the ownership elasticity of
ceramics and glassware is 0.99, essentially 1.0. In other words consumption of ceramics and
glassware was neither a luxury or a necessity; and, therefore, there is no tendency for the
percentage of 4.1 to increase or decrease at greater wealth levels5.
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Figure 2: Relationship between value of household furnishings and value of ceramics and
glassware (values in £, logarithmic scales)

ELITE HOUSEHOLDS

Elite households are further subdivided into two groups; namely, "national" and "local"
elites6. People were assigned to the national elite, centred in Toronto, if the Dictionary of
Canadian Biography (hereafter cited as DCB) indicates that they had significant economic or
political influence at a national or provincial rather than community level.
National Elite
The small group of estates shown in Appendix B for the national elite, although providing
little information on ceramics, establishes an upper limit for the value of household furnishings,
since this short list includes some of the wealthiest men in Canada.
The Hon. Christopher Widmer (DCB VIII:931-936) was educated in England as a doctor,
married into a monied family, and came to Canada at the age of 32 in 1812 as a military
surgeon. After the war of 1812-14 he established a practice in York, and soon acquired a number
of important positions, both medical and non-medical: justice of the peace, director of the Bank
of Upper Canada, member of the provincial board of education, chairman of the board for the
Provincial Lunatic Asylum, and senior member of the Medical Board. In 1843 he was appointed
to the Legislative Council. At his death in 1858 his estate was worth over £50,000; his household
furnishings alone were valued at £1050, the highest for any probate inventory so far examined.
Unfortunately, his estate inventory lacks detail but china was valued at £50, worth more than
most people's entire household furnishings. In addition his house contained £100 of silver plate
and a £300 library.
George Taylor Denison Senior (DCB X:224) was born to a family that formed part of the
early York (Toronto) elite. At his death Denison was said to have been among the wealthiest
landowners in Upper Canada, and his lifestyle emulated English minor landed gentry. His house
"Bellevue" (Figure 3), built by his
father in 1815, was part of a
suburban estate in western
Toronto. Long ago demolished,
Bellevue is typical of how the
early York elite housed themselves
(see Arthur 1964). The Denison
house was a two-story, five-bay
structure, with a pedimented,
columned porch adding a touch of
neo-classical grace to an otherwise
chaste Georgian-style facade.
Denison's inventory describes his
furnishings room by room, so it is Figure 3: Bellevue, the Denison House (from Robertson
possible to say something about 1894:112)
the internal arrangement of space
at Bellevue. Inside, the house
appears to have had a conventional centre hall "four-over-four" room layout. At the front were
two drawing rooms, one featuring a piano, to the rear a kitchen and a dining room. Upstairs were
four bedrooms, three for family and guests, and one for servants. Oddly, no ceramics were
enumerated among the £421 worth of items in his household. His glassware was worth £12.75

alone, more than the combined ceramic and glassware value of everyone other than Widmer in
Appendix B.
Like Denison, Samuel Peters Jarvis (DCB VIII:430-433) was born into the York elite,
although his family was not as wealthy as some. Sam's early career was marred by a duel in
which he killed the Surveyor General's son. After practicing as a lawyer, Jarvis later attained a
series of important administrative posts including deputy provincial secretary and chief
superintendent of Indian Affairs for Upper Canada. He retired from the latter post in 1845 after
what appears to have been well-founded accusations of financial mismanagement. Samuel Jarvis
Esq. spent his remaining years "...pursuing the activities of a socially well-connected, semi-retired
man of private means....attempting the life of an 18th century tory squire (DCB VIII:432)." While
the contents of Jarvis's estate were not individually valued, there is more detailed material on his
household ceramics than for Widmer or Denison. Jarvis had two separate dinner services (one
of china and other probably of earthenware) as well as a tea set (see Appendix A for a
description of ceramic services).
Struthers Strang was a more marginal member of the national elite, since he seems not to
have had the political connections of Widmer, Jarvis or Denison. Strang's money was from
commerce: he and his brothers were involved in a number of Montreal business enterprises (DCB
VIL594-595), and his son continued the family mercantile tradition becoming a merchant in
Doon, Ontario. Strang's household ceramics were similar in scale to Jarvis' and included a china
dinner service, as well as separate dessert, breakfast and tea sets.
The Local Elite

The sample of local elite (Appendix B) includes a diverse group of people: business
owners, a land surveyor, a doctor, a minister, a sheriff and some "esquire" farmers (Servos,
Colleton and Ferguson).
Many elite estate inventories were taken room by room. Typically houses of the local elite
had a room arrangement similar to Denison's Bellevue, although probably smaller in size.
Usually there was drawing room (or parlour), dining room and kitchen. Often ceramics and
glassware were stored in a pantry or closet. Houses of the elite normally had 3 to 5 bedrooms,
one often reserved for servants. Some houses had extra rooms, for example an office or music
chamber. Indeed, pianos were often the singlemost expensive item in many elite households.
With few exceptions, these households contain ceramic stocks similar to those of Sam
Jarvis and Struthers Strang, namely:
(1) either a complete dinner set, or where the items are listed separately, the equivalent in
items: e.g. dozens of plates of different sizes including soup plates, various serving dishes,
and a tureen.
(2) a tea set, sometimes of china, or the equivalent in tea plates, cups and saucers, and
serving ware.
(3) a glassware drinking complex, including decanters, wine glasses and tumblers.
A number of households also had separate breakfast sets, or at least items like egg cups or
breakfast-sized tea cups, associated with breakfast services. Unlike Strang, none of the inventories
list ceramic dessert services, but some had glass preserve plates which could serve the same
function.

ARTISAN'S HOUSEHOLDS
Information for only three artisan households could be found in the estate files examined.
Two households, those of a carpenter and a shoemaker's wife, are similar (Appendix B). The
carpenter Antoine La Due had two dozen plates and an unspecified number of cups and saucers.
Mrs. Mottashed, a shoemaker's wife, had 12 plates but 12 more plates were probably in her tea
service. The cooper Henry Isentrout had less: only 10 cups and saucers, 10 plates, and a coffee
pot. None had anything like the dinner sets and glassware drinking complex of the elite.
A source more revealing about an artisan's household furnishings comes from the account
books of a blacksmith who lived in London, Ontario.
Blacksmith in Love: Thomas Howard's Household Accounts
Thomas Howard was an orderly man. His account books covering both his household and
blacksmithy expenses provide a wealth of detail about the economic life of a self-employed
artisan7.
Born in Devonshire, England, in 1832, Howard learned his father's trade of blacksmithing,
coming to Ontario in 1856 seeking economic betterment. After working several years as a sort
of itinerate journeyman, in 1859 Howard settled in London, where he stayed for the rest of his
life.
Miss Elizabeth Crocker was also from Devonshire — she and Thomas fell in love, marrying
in 1861.
In the months before their marriage, Howard began furnishing his house for his future bride.
Shopping began on November 25 when he bought a dining room table and six chairs, together
with a bedstead and washstand, at Coombs' store in London.
Four days later he went uptown again, buying some metal goods and cutlery (6 each of
knives and forks, and 12 spoons of three types) at H. Chisholm's store before continuing on to
Spettigues where he purchased the household crockery, including a $3.50 tea set. While the
composition of the set is not recorded it was probably the typical 44 piece tea service (see
Appendix A) having 12 cups and saucers and 12 tea plates. At that price the set was likely to
have been printed or white granite ware rather than china. Howard also purchased a dozen plates,
as well as some serving vessels like bakers and dishes. He did not forget glassware, buying 6
tumblers and a preserve dish. In all he spent just over $10.00 (or £2.5) on the household ceramics
and glassware.
Howard was not yet finished shopping, for the same day he continued on to McNabs store,
buying some blankets and fabrics, finally stopping at Andrew Morphy's where he spent $3.50
on a gold wedding ring.
On Dec. 2 Howard bought his marriage licence and a $10 glass cupboard, presumably for
displaying and storing the household crockery, as well as a pine table, perhaps for the kitchen.
Two days later, Thomas and Elizabeth were married at the Methodist Parsonage (cost $2.50).
After what may have been a energetic or perhaps uncomfortable night, the next day Thomas went
shopping for a 20 cent bedcord.
In less than two weeks Thomas Howard spent almost $83 furnishing his house, equivalent
to £21: identical in fact to the average value of artisans household furnishings in the Wentworth
County inventory sample.
Over the next year the Howards bought more goods, including a fair number of kitchen
utensils. They also acquired a few more items for the table: 6 more knives and forks and a cruet

stand with bottles.
Christmas of 1862 may have been the first opportunity the couple had to put on a big
dinner, for on Dec. 24 Thomas went shopping for more ceramics and glass. What Howard was
in search for this time was serving items, buying two large blue edge dishes of different sizes,
two yellowware baking dishes, two butter boats, 12 glass preserve dishes and a bottle for the
cruet stand.
For the next decade the Howards made few tableware purchases, for example 13 dinner
plates in 1864. In 1874, however, they refurbished their dining equipment buying a large oak
dining table. At the same time they bought a set of 12 desert knives, 12 dinner glasses, 6 wine
glasses, a vegetable dish, 6 plates and 12 cups and saucers. Despite various tableware purchases
over several decades, there is nothing in Howard's detailed accounts to suggest that they ever
again bought a complete teaset, and never acquired a matched dining service.
LABOURER'S AND SEMI-SKILLED WORKER'S HOUSEHOLDS
Labourers and semi-skilled workers (Table 1), as a group, had the lowest value of household
furnishings. Unfortunately, in the over 800 estate records filed with the Wentworth Surrogate
Court between 1845 and 1858, only one provides anything other than a rudimentary inventory
of Hamilton working family's household furnishings. This single inventory, however, is splendid
in its detail, listing room by room the contents of Alexander Graham's house on Rebecca Street.
Before looking at the house's furnishings, it is worth learning something about this man and his
family8.
The House on Rebecca Street: A Hamilton Worker's Inventory (see Appendix C)
Born in Scotland about 1806, Graham emigrated to Hamilton about 1844, bringing with him
his family which by then included at least 4 children. By the early 1850s he was working as a
porter, an occupation he continued until his death. Soon after settling in Hamilton, Graham
purchased a one-story frame house on Rebecca Street, near what was then the eastern city limits.
His neighbours were mostly working people like himself — labourers, carpenters, shoemakers
— living in houses little different than his.
As many city lots of this time, his property was fairly large, 1/6 of an acre, big enough,
apparently, to keep a cow in the backyard. By 1857, Graham was building a two-story rough cast
house on the eastern part of his lot; by early 1858 he had moved into the new dwelling, renting
his old house to the Rev. Philip Miller.
But Graham had little time to enjoy his new home. After making out a will in August of
1858, he died on the fifth of October the same year. He was about 52 years old. His property and
possessions were left to his wife Agnes, and after her death the estate was to be divided among
his children according to their needs.
Graham can be counted among the "respectable" labourers. Porters, in fact, usually made
more than common labourers but less than artisans, and of course possessed nothing like the
wealth of professional and business men. Unlike most residents of Hamilton Graham owned his
home, assessed at a slightly higher value than many houses on his block. Further, Graham's
reported income of £60 in the 1852 assessment roll is also higher than the 0 rating (meaning they
earned less than £50) of many of his neighbours. When compared to Hamiltonians as a whole,
Graham's income and property holdings were close to average9.
The furnishings of Graham's then new house were inventoried on Nov. 22, 1858, by the two

estate executors, James Mitchell, a neighbouring plasterer, and the Rev. Samuel Morrison, a
Methodist minister (Graham was a Methodist). Unfortunately, no prices are given on the
inventory so the value of his household furnishings cannot be directly compared with Figure 1.
Value of his personal estate (and this would include such things like bank savings if any) totalled
$150. Deducting, say, $15 for the cow, the entire value of his household furnishings would have
been equal to or less than about £34, within the range typical of artisans and labourers in the
Wentworth Co. estate inventories.
Graham's home was reasonably spacious having a conventional Victorian arrangement of
rooms: a sitting room, dining room and kitchen on the first floor, and four bedrooms upstairs.
The front sitting room had the typical 19th century parlour furnishings including tables and
chairs, with a mantel probably decorated with sea shells, as well as some china and glass knickknacks. Maps and pictures hung on the walls. Next was the dining room with a leaved dining
table, sideboard, cupboard, bureau and work box. It probably served as more than just a place
for eating perhaps being used a less formal sitting room for the family. The kitchen also had a
table and a few chairs, as well as a book case with 71 "small" books. Additional books could be
found in the sitting room, and yet a few more in the upstairs lobby and master bedroom.
Graham's crockery and glassware were stored in both dining room (perhaps in the cupboard)
and kitchen, as if there were a "best" set on display for company, and every day wares used when
family ate informally in the kitchen. Even when combined, however, the household stock of
tablewares was modest. Graham had a total of only 11 plates, 5 of them in the dining room. In
cups and saucers, there were 5 cups in the dining room (no saucers mentioned) and 1 cup and
2 saucers back in the kitchen. Three tumblers in the dining room and one in the kitchen
composed the glassware used for drinking. There were some serving dishes and other teaware,
but nothing like a tureen or sauce boat so typical of elite houses.
Graham's house had touches of comfort and learning — carpets on the floors, prints and
maps on the walls, decorations on the mantle, and a decent library — yet his household stock
of ceramics was little more than that allowed as necessities under bankruptcy law. The stock of
ceramics, glassware and cutlery was only sufficient to serve about 6 people.
FARMER'S HOUSEHOLDS
Only four farmer's inventories (Appendix B) had any detail: those of John Allinson (or
Allison), David Agnew, John Mitchell and Francis Sheridan. Allinson's farm, as judged from an
1844 assessment roll, had 100 acres of land of which 35 acres were cleared, similar to the 1852
Ontario census average of 98 acres of land held, with 37 acres cleared. Allinson's farm stands
in contrast with those of the "esquire" farmers like Thomas Colleton and D. K. Servos. According
to the 1852 census, Colleton, while owning only 100 acres of land, had 70 cleared; Servos had
a huge farm of 300 acres, of which 200 were cleared. Unfortunately nothing is known about the
size of Agnew's farm, but the 1852 census shows him as living in a log cabin like Allinson, and
in contrast to Colleton and Servos who had frame houses.10
Even less is known of John Mitchell, but his inventory suggests he may have been a tenant
farmer not a land owner, although he did possess a plough and ox team. While his inventory
includes some field crops (wheat, buckwheat, oats), these could have been produced from less
than 5 acres of land.
With 18 plates and 12 cups and saucers, Agnew's household ceramic stock is similar in
number and in the lack or near lack of serving vessels to those of artisans, as is Sheridan's with
24 plates, 18 cups and 8 bowls. Allinson has even less, only 10 plates, 5 cups and saucers and

10

a few other pieces, very much like Alexander Graham. Mitchell, perhaps the poorest of the three,
has the most limited ceramic inventory, with only 2 plates, 3 cups and saucers, and one teapot.
DEFINING NECESSITIES: DEBTOR'S LAWS
One way of defining types and quantities of goods considered to be necessities is by
examining 19th century debtor's laws, which list the value or number of goods exempt from
seizure in insolvent's households. Early 19th century debtor's legislation only exempted wearing

TABLE 2: HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS EXEMPT FROM SEIZURE UNDER ONTARIO DEBTOR'S LAW
R.S.O. 1877 c.66 s.2

R.S.O. 1897 c.77 s.2

STOVES &
COOKING

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

FURNITURE

All beds and bedding in common use
1 table
6 chairs

All beds and bedding in common use
1 table
6 chairs
1 bureau
1 lamp
1 washstand with furnishings
1 clock
1 cupboard
1 carpet

TABLEWARE

6 plates
6 tea cups
6 saucers
1 sugar basin
1 milk jug
1 tea pot
6 knives
6 forks
6 spoons

12 plates
12 tea cups
12 saucers
1 sugar basin
1 milk jug
1 tea pot
12 knives
12 forks
12 spoons

OTHER

Spinning wheels and looms in domestic use
10 books
1 axe
1 saw
1 gun
6 traps
Fishing nets and seines in use

Spinning wheels and looms in domestic use
30 books
1 axe
1 saw
1 gun
6 traps
Fishing nets and seines in use
6 towels
1 sewing machine
1 looking glass
1 hair brush
1 comb
1 clothes press
1 broom
2 pails
1 wash tub
1 scrubbing brush
1 blacking brush
1 wash board
3 smoothing irons

stove and pipes
crane and its appendages
pair andirons
set cooking utensils
pair of tongs and shovel
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cooking stove and pipes
crane and its appendages
pair andirons
set cooking utensils
pair of tongs and shovel
coal scuttle
heating stove with pipes

apparel from seizure (Keele 1844:132) but the law in force between 1845 and 1860 was more
broad ranging and stated that:
The petitioner's wearing apparel, bedding, and other necessaries of himself and his family, and his
working tools and implements, not exceeding in the whole the value of eighty dollars [i.e. £20], may
be excepted in his petition from the operation of this Act....8 V. c.48, s. 14. [Consolidated Statutes
for Upper Canada 1859, 22 V. c.18, s. 12, p. 120]

It is instructive to compare this exemption figure of $80 (or £20) against the Wentworth Co.
data in Figure 1. While debtor's exemptions include working tools, unlike the compiled estate
inventory data, the monetary level of £20 is broadly similar to the mean value (£25) of household
furnishings for the Wentworth County data.
In 1860 a new and more specific debtor's law (23 V. c.25 s.4) was introduced, continuing
in force until the 1880s (see Table 2, R.S.O. 1877). This law attempted a more precise definition
of "necessaries" enumerating the numbers of tableware and other household goods protected from
seizure, including 6 plates, 6 cups and saucers, a teapot and so on. In addition, working tools to
a value of $60 could be exempted.
By the late 19th century exemptions (see Table 2, R.S.O. 1897) increased to 12 plates and
12 cups and saucers and the list of goods protected from seizure was expanded. Exempted
household furnishings could total up to $150, and working tools to a value of $100.
If debtor's exemptions are used as a legal definition of necessities of life — a poverty line
— then many households in Upper Canada were at or below this level. Taking the 1845 law and
assuming a household furnishing/working tools ratio of 3:2 (like the late 19th century ratio of
$150:$100) then the "poverty line" for household furnishings in the mid-19th century was roughly
£12. In the Wentworth Co. sample 1/3 of all households have furnishings worth less than this. In
short, when judged by household furnishings alone, many Upper Canadians did not even own
what legislators deemed to be material necessities of life.
DEFINING COMFORT: DOMESTIC ECONOMY BOOKS
If debtor's laws provide an indication of what household goods were considered necessities,
domestic economy books reveal what was wanted for comfort. We are not aware of any pre-1867
Canadian domestic economy or cookery books that provide any detail about recommended
household furnishings and ceramics11; fortunately, British and America books of the period are
helpful, and an example from each country will be discussed below.
An American Housewife's Tale
Six Hundred Dollars a Year, an 1867 book by an anonymous American wife, gives a supposedly
autobiographical account of how to live frugally but comfortably on an income of $800 a year
(the "six hundred" of the title together with $200 for rent). Offering practical advice and personal
narrative, this small book reads like a moral tale — a fable — presenting a vision of "cosey" and
"pleasant" domesticity:
[The tax-collector] looked inquiringly around the parlour, and remarked how comfortably we were
fixed.
"Have you no more than six hundred a year, madam?" he asked, incredulously.
"Only six hundred besides house-rent, which is two hundred more," I answered, thinking him very
impertinent.
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your word at all," lie said,
apologetically. "You have a
pleasant situation here."

Our house was a pleasant,
snug little affair, with a cosey
parlor and dining-room back, a
large kitchen, and a shed for
wash-house and summer
cooking. Up stairs were three
good [bed] chambers in the
second story, with bath, and
two attics above.
The house was comfortably
furnished, for I bought the
furniture myself at the time of
my marriage, with a legacy of
seven hundred dollars.
(Anonymous 1867:20-21)

The author continues by listing item
by item (Table 3) how she used the
$700 legacy to furnish her house.
Almost half was spent on outfitting
the parlour, the most formal and
ostentatious room in many Victorian
households. The dining room was
furnished for only $55, including a
$10 stone-china dining set and a $5
china tea set. Together the tableware
ceramics cost $15.00 (£3.75), or 2.1%
of expenditures on household
furnishings.
Mr. Walsh's Manual of Domestic
Economy

TABLE 3:
Forty yards Tapestry Carpet
Walnut Hair-Cloth Sofa
Four Walnut Chairs
Walnut Center-Table
Cloth Cover
Small Pier Table, Marble Top
Piano and Stool (used)
Two Window Shades of White Linen
Total for Parlor

$40.00
$30.00
$12.00
$5.00
$2.00
$8.00
$200.00
$2.00
$299.00

'iMSSffiM^iffiSiiliiSMs^M^^^
Seventy Yards Ingrain Carpet
Three Cottage-Sets
Beds and Bedding
Crockery Ware [e.g. toilet ware]
Muslin Curtains
Total for Bedrooms

S52.50
$120.00
$50.00
&6.00
$3.00
$231.50

Mj^^^f^Mm^m^^^KiX^^S^ii^i
Twenty Yards Carpet
Table (used)
Six Cane-Seat Chairs
Cutlery
Stone-China Dinner Set
Tea Set, white French China
Window-Shade
Total for Dining Room

$15.00
$5.00
$9.00
$10.00
$10.00
$5.00
$1.00
$55.00

illlllMi^
Kitchen furniture and cooking utensils

$30.00

Hall Furniture, and Stair Carpet
Table-Linen, Sheets etc.
Sundry Knicknacks (e.g. lamps,
brushes)
GRAND TOTAL

$30.00
$41.50
$12.00
$700.00

Mr. Walsh's domestic economy
book appeared in 1856, giving advice
to English households on how live
well at four different income levels;
namely, at £100, £250, £500 and £1000 a year. Walsh's book includes a 21 page table — a sort
of grand shopping list — that provides prices and types of household furnishings suitable in his
opinion to families at each income level. Table 4 gives a numerical summary, converting Walsh's
pounds sterling to Canadian currency equivalents, together with some information on ceramics
and glassware.
In Walsh's view expenditure on fine ceramics and glassware should increase with income
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from 2.8% at the £100 level to 7.5% at £1000. In fact, Walsh's recommendations yield an
ownership elasticity for ceramics and glass of 1.38: an index characteristic of luxury goods, and
higher than the .99 observed for Ontario households. For all four income levels Walsh
recommends a complete breakfast set (similar to a tea set but includes egg cups and has larger
plates and cups) as well as a dinner set. At higher income levels, earthenware, in Walsh's
scheme, should be replaced by the more expensive china.

TABLE 4: WALSH's (1856) RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS AT FOUR INCOME LEVELS
ITEM

INCOME LEVELS

Income £ (sterling)

£100.0

£250.0

£500.0

£1000.0

Income £ (Canadian)

£121.7

£304.2

£608.3

£1216.7

Total Cost Furnishings (Can.)

£101.1

£269.1

£710.7

£1693.0

Total Cost Ceramics & Glass (Can.)

£2.9

£10.6

£51.1

£127.1

% Ceramics & Glass of Furnishings

2.8%

3.9%

7.2%

7.5%

CERAMIC SERVICES AND WARE TYPE
Breakfast Service

Earthenware

Earthenware

China

China

Dinner Service

Earthenware

Earthenware

Ironstone

China

Dessert Service

- None -

Earthenware

China

China

Glassware (selected)

Tumblers
Wine Glasses

Tumblers
Wine Glasses
Decanters

Tumblers
Wine Glasses
Decanters

Tumblers
Wine Glasses
Decanters
Champagne Gl

Note: Pounds sterling converted to Canadian currency using following equivalents: £ (Sterling) = $4.8667; £ (Canadian) = $4.00;
the Sterling/Canadian ratio was 1.217 (Neufeld 1964:129)

DISCUSSION
Even though information is sometimes uneven, it is obvious (and not surprising to find) that
a general relationship exists between the numbers and values of ceramic stock and a household's
socio-economic position. Two questions emerge: What was the nature of the social order in mid19th Ontario?; What structural connection exists between this social order and the consumption
of goods? The first question is complex and any analysis of class and social structure is certain
to be disputed. For the second question there is still insufficient evidence. What follows, then,
in way of discussion must be considered only a sketch of what such answers might be.
The Social Order of Mid-19th Century Ontario
Early Victorian Ontario was a time of changing economic and social orders: the Yorkcentred "Family Compact" and its patronage associates in the districts was giving way to a rising
commercial and industrial elite.
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Katz et al. (1982) in their comparative study of 19th century Hamilton and Buffalo see in
these cities the emergence of a two-class social system in North America: a business or
entrepreneurial class, who controlled the means of production, and a working class consisting
of wage labourers. They allow, however, that within these classes there was considerable
variation in wealth and even stratification, and further that certain groups can not be easily fit
into a two-class scheme: the self-employed artisan, perhaps a relic of an earlier socio-economic
order, and the entire agricultural sector, both farmers and rural labourers.
One physical and highly visible distinction between these two classes occurs with mid-19th
century urban housing. In 1852 Hamilton, more than 80% of labourers and artisans occupied
frame houses, in sharp contrast with professional and business people of whom over 80% lived
in brick or stone houses (Doucet 1976).
At first glance such a two-class model seems to be nothing more than a shoehorning of 19th
century data into a 20th century quasi-Marxist theoretical (left) boot. Yet many early 19th century
visitors and settlers did, in fact, conceive Canadian society as principally consisting of two orders
or classes. For example, Hugh Murray wrote in 1839 of emigrants:
The individuals who usually migrate into that new region [British North America] may be divided
into two classes,—those belonging to the labouring order, and those who seek to support themselves
in the middling rank of society. The former go in the view of obtaining each a spot which he can
cultivate with his own hands, subsisting chiefly on its produce: the latter hope, by the application
of skill and capital, and by engaging the aid of others, to carry on operations on a large scale, and
to draw from their property a portion of the conveniences and even elegances of life. The former
comprise the more extensive, and indeed the more important branch of the subject [emigration]....
(Murray 1839:111:99-100)

Such social orders, in the view of many 19th century writers, were separated by more than the
mere possession of wealth or property but also by education and manners.
Ceramic Use and the Social Order
One place where manners and education could be displayed to considerable effect was at
the dining table. There is hardly space here to describe how a proper early Victorian dinner was
conducted (see, for example, Abrahamson 1981), but they were highly formalized in arrangement
and serving of courses, with table behaviour regulated by an elaborate set of etiquette rules.
Such formal dinners were often served in two or three courses, each course requiring one
or two changes of plates. Catherine Beecher, the American writer of domestic economy books,
recommended in 1858 that 6 plates be allocated per person for a formal dinner, as well as one
tumbler and two wine glasses (Williams 1985:81). A dinner for 12 people would therefore require
72 plates (including 12 soup plates) and three dozen glass drinking vessels. In addition, serving
vessels like tureens, sauce boats, vegetable dishes, and flat dishes were needed to complete the
table setting.
To perform such meals, and remembering that other types of ceramics were needed for tea
and breakfast, a household needed a compete dinner set as well as a tea or breakfast set, as
recommended by domestic economy books like those of Walsh and the anonymous American
wife. Such books, however, were mainly intended to provide advice not so much to the wealthy,
and certainly not to the poor, but rather to a "middling" class of people, who formed the lower
ranks of the "elite"12. This becomes clear when household furnishing values for Ontario are
measured against the standards set by these two domestic economy books. Admittedly comparing
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the cost of new as opposed to the second-hand furniture of inventories or, for that matter, prices
among countries must be done with some caution. Nevertheless the American wife and even
Walsh's lowest income level envision expenditures far in excess of the average value of
furnishings for Ontario households: Walsh (at £100 income) has £101, the American wife has
£175, compared to the Wentworth County mean of only £25. Thomas Howard, the London
blacksmith, spent only £21 buying new furnishings for his house.
Looking at the Ontario data, ceramic stocks in one sense can be arranged along an
continuum ranging from households with less than that allowed by debtor's law, like John
Mitchell (2 plates and 3 teas), to such "respectable" labourers as Graham (11 plates and 6 cups),
to artisans and farmers with one or two dozen plates and, perhaps a tea set, and finally to elite
households with their complete dinner and tea sets and which most closely matched the
prescriptions of domestic economy books.
In another sense, however, these household divide fairly clearly into two groups or classes:
those few — the elite — that had sufficient ceramics and glassware to mount formal dinners and
teas — and then everyone else, the labourers, artisans and farmers. For example, in Alexander
Graham's home, even though comfortably furnished, staging a formal dinner with its use of
multiple plates per person, soup tureen at the first course, and selection of drinking glasses would
have been an impossibility. While artisans and some farmers had larger stocks of ceramics than
Graham, even for these households there was not the variety and number of ceramics and
glassware needed to conduct formal dinners. Indeed, at a guess, it may have been an impossibility
in perhaps 90% of Ontario households.
This last finding is hardly surprising. As discussed in an earlier issue of KEWA (Kenyon and
Kenyon 1992), mid-19th century meals in Ontario were often marked by a "pork-and-potato"
sameness of diet, not always having the variety of dishes characteristic of formal dining. Further,
the mid-19th century pattern of ceramic purchase appears to be similar to the one described in
Kenyon (1992:11) for the earlier part of the century. Most ceramics were bought at general
stores, usually a half-dozen or dozen plates or teas at a time, not as complete sets. While some
tea sets were sold at general stores, dinner services, for the most part, could only be had in the
shops of city crockery merchants.
Farmers could often make considerable profits from their farms. It is odd to find that their
household furnishings are no more valuable than that of artisans. While good supporting data is
unavailable, it is possible that farmers had different spending patterns than urban residents,
preferring to use their money to buy or clear land, to acquire more livestock or agricultural
equipment, or to construct barns and other outbuildings. For example, a well-known early
Wentworth County farmer was William Terry berry. At his death in 1847, Terryberry's land
holdings were valued at over £7000, and it is said he was the richest man in his township. Yet
his household furnishings were worth only £37, hardly typical of elite households. Terryberry,
it seems, preferred to invest in land rather than in a display of material possessions or using such
goods to participate in the highest social circles.13
CONCLUSIONS
The results of this study are in one way disappointing. The sample of mid-19th century
inventories with information on ceramics is too small and too inconsistent to allow any firm
conclusions. To further develop this study clearly more estate files will need to be examined.
Nonetheless there is some evidence to suggest that household ceramic stocks roughly divide
into two groups, one associated with the elite, the other with all other social and occupational
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orders. These two ceramic groups have the following characteristics:
Elite
(1) In general, ceramic stocks meet the prescriptions of domestic economy books.
(2) Use of matched ceramic services (e.g. dinner, tea and breakfast services)
(3) Where no complete dinnerware sets are specifically mentioned, there is the equivalent in individual
items, including
• dozens of plates of different sizes
• serving items such as assorted flat dishes and vegetable dishes
• a soup complex with a tureen and soup plates
(4) Either breakfast sets, or items used in breakfast services, such as egg cups, breakfast-sized plates and
cups.
(5) A glassware drinking complex including decanters, wine glasses and tumblers.

Non-Elite
(1) Ceramic stocks less than that recommended by domestic economy books and may even approximate
or be below the number allowed by debtor's legislation.
(2) Only matched service may be a tea set.
(3) A limited selection of ceramic vessels for dinner, notably
• only one plate available per person for specific meals, although there may be both large size and
smaller size plates for other meals (i.e. tea and breakfast).
• few dinnerware serving items.
• lack or near lack of soup-related ceramics
(4) Lack or near lack of breakfast items like egg cups
(5) While tumblers may be present, decanters and wine glasses are usually absent.

Level of household ceramic stocks can be used in a sense to measure two separate social
worlds. Elite households are marked by the requisite ceramics and glassware for high dining. This
is more than a mere display of wealth, since ceramics represent only a small proportion of
expenses on household furnishings. But dining equipment is part of a "world of goods" where
according to Douglas and Isherwood (1980: 59): "Instead of supposing that goods are primarily
needed for subsistence plus competitive display, let us assume that they are needed for making
visible and stable the categories of culture." The extra ceramics and glassware needed for high
dining can be considered as a type of "forward linkage"; that is, goods used for the purposes of
social interaction (Douglas and Isherwood 1980:163). Crucial here are patterns of inclusion and
exclusion of guests at "company" meals. Table ceramics and glassware are, then, props in a
culinary theatre of manners and deportment that help to shape and define the social networks of
individuals and families. For most households in mid-19th century Ontario, however, the
ceremony of high dining, and its social linkages, remained inaccessible — a world reserved for
the elite, and their separate tables.
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ENDNOTES
1. Decimal currency was introduced to Canada in 1858. For this paper, the few documents using dollars were
converted back to pounds in provincial currency using the following equivalency: £1 = $4. Provincial pounds were
worth less than the British pound sterling.
2. The 1793-1858 Probate and Surrogate Court records form part of the R.G. 22 series at the Archives of Ontario.
Nominal indices for both record sets are included in the finding aids. Probate Court records are available on
microfilm Ms 638, reels 37-72. For this study about half of the Probate Court reels were examined and any
inventories with details on ceramics copied. The Probate records, however, were originally examined with other
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purposes in mind; namely, to search for stock inventories of storekeepers and pedlars (some success), household
estates of the "Family Compact" (little success) and households associated with historic properties now owned by
the Ontario Heritage Foundation (no success). In addition, all estate files for Wentworth Co. from 1845 to 1858 were
studied, as were some York, Peel and Peterborough County Surrogate Court records for the mid-19th century.
3. Archives of Ontario, R.G. 22, Ms 638, reels 10 to 21 contain the 1845-58 estate files for the Wentworth Surrogate
Court. Reels 11-14 and 19-21 were used for the control sample. For the earlier part of this period the records cover
the Gore District, which included not only Wentworth County but portions of what were to become after 1849 the
counties of Halton, Brant, Haldimand and Waterloo.
4. One method that can be used to measure degree of economic inequality is the Gini coefficient (Atkinson 1975:4547). This measure ranges from 0 (all households or individuals have an equal share of wealth) to 1 (when a single
person has all wealth and everyone else nothing). Katz (1969:212) provides enough data to calculate the Gini
coefficient for Hamilton assessments in 1852. Assessment values are composite numbers being summed from worth
of property, both real and personal, as well as income. For Hamilton in 1852 the Gini coefficient is .68 similar to
the .66 reported by Darroch (1983:389) for Toronto in 1861. By contrast, Wentworth County household furnishing
values have a Gini coefficient of .46.
5. A number of formulae can be used to calculate elasticity of commodities (Prais and Houthakker 1971:79-108);
in this instance the double-logarithmic model best fit the data. In the double-log model log values of ceramics and
glassware are regressed on log values for total household furnishings, the resulting beta coefficient (.99 in this case)
can be taken as the elasticity measure. The finding that mid-19th century ceramic/glass elasticity was near 1 is
paralleled in 20th century studies. For example, Prais and Houthakker (1971:107), using 1938 figures for Britain,
calculated expenditure elasticity measures for crockery and glassware of 1.29 for working class households and 1.19
for middle class ones. Similarly Cramer (1958:89) reported ownership elasticities for crockery and glass of 1.11 and
1.01 for Dutch households in 1940 and 1941. By way of comparison, in Cramer's study kitchen pots and pans with
an elasticity of .55 could be said reasonably enough to be necessities, while a luxury good like jewellery had an
elasticity of 1.81.
6. In this section and in the following ones dealing with various socio-economic groups the sample is based on a
mix of Probate and Surrogate Court records as used in the previous section.
7. Thomas Howard's accounts books can be found both at the London Public Library, London Room, and at the
University of Western Ontario, Regional Collection.
8. Background information on Graham is taken from the 1851-52 manuscript census of Canada; Hamilton Public
Library, Hamilton Assessment Rolls, 1847,1852,1853,1857 & 1858; National Archives of Canada, Map of the City
of Hamilton in the County of Wentworth, Canada West by Marcus Smith, 1850-51.
9. From Table 1 in Katz (1969:212) it can be determined that the median assessment value for Hamiltonians in 1852
was about £15; in the same year Graham was assessed at £17.1 representing a percentile of about 56 (i.e. Graham's
tax assessment was higher than 56% of Hamilton households). The significance of the assessed value is that in Katz's
various studies it is used as a surrogate measure for wealth. In comparison with Graham, Hamilton residents in higher
occupational groups were assessed in 1852 as follows (figures rounded to nearest pound): John Mottashed, the
shoemaker husband of Mrs. Mottashed, was assessed at £22 (64 percentile), the Rev. Booker at £34 (76 percentile)
and the brewer William Snowden at £47 (82 percentile). According to the 1851-52 census, of these four only
Snowden, the wealthiest, had a servant.
10. Information on Allinson's farm was taken from the Chinguacousy Assessment rolls in the Archives of Ontario.
Unfortunately, the manuscript census of 1852 for this township is fragmentary so this could not be used as a source
for his farming operation. Similarly with Agnew, the Nelson Township census for 1852 contains the nominal section
but not the agricultural schedule.
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11. Mrs. Copleston's Canada: Why we Live in it, and Why we Like it does have an interesting chapter on
housekeeping (Copleston 1861:65-77). In general she found Canadian prices for furniture good by British standards.
She, like many other emigrants from Britain, complained of the high Canadian prices for ceramics, cutlery and
carpets. For a period earlier than that considered here, an 1831 travel account by Joseph Pickering provides
information on the cost to emigrants of establishing a house and farm in Canada. Pickering (1831:110) estimated that
the commodities needed to furnish a "good log, or small frame" farm house would cost $117 (£29.25), a figure
roughly similar to the mid-19th century Wentworth County average for farmers (£20.6). Crockery, according to
Pickering, would cost $10, or 8.5% of the household furnishings.
12. Walsh's domestic economy book offered advice to people who made from £100 to £1000 a year. Information
on English yearly incomes was presented to the Statistical Society of London in 1867 (Soltow 1968:21). As
calculated from this data, the median English income was about £53, only half of the lowest of Walsh's four income
levels. Only 12.3% had incomes of £100 a year or more; a mere 2.3% earned £300 or more a year.
13. It may have been that Terryberry would have been unacceptable in any case to the elite. As one modern
descendent has pointed out, William Terryberry's name appears linked in court records with a number of unsavory
activities including nuisance, riot, larceny, assault, felony and murder (Faux 1981:306).
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APPENDICES
NOTES FOR APPENDIX A
The following table provides information on the typical composition of tea, breakfast and
dinner services for the mid-19th century. Despite examination of considerable numbers of
commercial records for Ontario stores, little information was found about the contents of services.
Indeed, aside from tea sets, most general stores did not even sell breakfast and dinner sets. The
accompanying table is largely based on a manuscript source for the Maritimes; namely, the Robin
& Company Papers (MG 28, III 18) in the National Archives of Canada. Robin, Jones and
Whitman were fish merchants (a sort of piscine version of the Hudson Bay Company), whose
commercial empire included a number of company towns in the Gaspe. The papers contain a
virtually complete set of annual invoices between 1835 and 1879 for goods purchased to stock
company stores.
Normally services were designed to accommodate up to twelve people, so individual items
intended for place settings like plates and cups occur as units of 12. Sometimes breakfast and tea
sets would come in smaller sizes ("part sets"), and dinner sets in larger ones (e.g. "double dinner"
sets).
Of the three types of services, only tea sets had a fairly standardized composition, typically
having 44 pieces (items with lids like teapots and sugar bowls counted as two pieces). In the
early 19th century tea sets did not come with individual tea plates, although they had the two
bread and butter plates (B. & B.) or cake plates for serving food. According to Whiter, tea plates
became common in tea services only in the 1830s. The earliest Ontario record so far examined
that specifically mentions tea plates is an estate inventory of 1840.
Although similar to tea sets, breakfast sets were more variable in composition. Defining
elements of breakfast sets include:
(1) larger sized cups (breakfast cups);
(2) slightly larger plates, typically 7" plates rather than the 6" plates of tea services
(breakfast could be a more substantial meal than tea);
(3) egg cups or egg stands, eggs being most commonly served at breakfast.
As well, breakfast sets included more serving vessels than tea sets, including dishes and covered
muffins (plates).
Sometimes ceramic tea and breakfast sets did not come with tea pots and serving ware, since
some households preferred to buy metalware ones of silver or Britannia metal.
Dinner sets were even more variable in composition and number. The key feature was the
large number of plates (7 dozen was typical) of different sizes to accommodate the diverse
courses of a formal dinner. Plates might include 10" dinner plates, 8" "twifflers" and one or two
sizes of smaller plates (plates under 8" in size were generically called "muffins"). Since part of
a formal dinner was soup as a first course, dinner sets always had soup plates and a soup tureen.
In addition were other serving vessels, including flat dishes or platters that came in assorted sizes,
typically 9" to 18" in length, as well as vegetable dishes and bakers. Also there could be a
selection of vessels for holding condiments, including salt cellars, pepper castors, mustard jars,
and sauce tureens. Since drinking tea was not approved in early Victorian formal dinners, tea
cups and tea pots were not part of a dining service. In dinner services produced for the North
American market, teaware was added only in the 1880s.
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APPENDIX A: TYPICAL COMPOSITION OF MID-19th CENTURY TEA, BREAKFAST AND DINNER SERVICES
SERVICES
CLASS
Individual

Plates

ITEM

TEA

BREAKFAST

Dinner Plates (10")

30 to 48

Soup Plates
Smaller Plates (<8")
Other

Cups and Saucers

12 plates (6")

12 plates (7")

12 tea size

12 breakfast size

Main Dishes

B. and B. Plates

2

24 to 36

;

10 to 12

Vegetable Dishes

4

Salad Bowl

1

Soup Tureen

1

Teapot

1

1

Fish Drain

1

Covered Muffin

[1]
2

Bakers
Egg stand

[1 if no egg cups]

1

Cream Jug
Milk Jug

1
[1 or 2]

1

Sugar Bowl

1

Mustard Jar

*

Pepper Castor

*

Salt Cellar

*

Sauce Boat

1 or 2

Butter Boat

[1]

*
*

Pickle Leaves
Wastes

:

2
[2]

Dishes

Condiments

12

12

Egg cups
Serving

DINNER

1

Slop Bowl

1

Notes: numbers in square brackets represent optional items; asterisk means that item may be present as one or two items.
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APPENDIX B
NAME/OCCUPATION/PLACE/DATE

£H.F.

CERAMICS AND GLASSWARE

£1050

£50 worth of china

:!igsifllll!ll!il;||l^^
Hon. Christopher Widmer1
Toronto, 1858
George Taylor Denison1, Esq.
Toronto, 1853
Samuel Peters Jarvis1, Esq.
Toronto, 1857.

£421

No ceramics listed but £12.75 of tumblers and wine glasses, 6 decanters, and much silver.

n.d.

1 china dinner set, 1 common dinner set, 1 teasel, 1 soup tureen silver plated, 1 set decanters

£319

china dinner set, dessert set, china breakfast set, tea set, butter cooler, covered jug, stone jug,
30 cut tumblers, 3 pressed tumblers, 24 wine glasses

William Snowden2, Brewery Owner
Hamilton, 1854

£199

1 set china £3, lot "delf" 117 pieces at £5 18.S. 6p. [a dinner set?], 6 wine glasses, 6 tumblers,
3 decanters, 5 ale glasses, 12 glass preserve plates, 2 glass preserve dishes

Thomas Colleton1, Esq.
Haldimand Twp. 1853

£188

[in dining room] 4 china cups and saucers, 4 egg cups, 1 milk jug, 1 glass bowl, 3 stone jugs
with metal tops [in kitchen] 6 dishes, 5 china dishes, 10 soup plates, 12 large plates, 8 small
plates, 1 soup tureen, 2 vegetable dishes, 2 sauce boats, 1 salad bowl, 8 large china plates, 8
small china plates, 1 fish strainer, 2 teapots, 1 butter dish, 2 pickle dishes, [in dining room] 3
liquor bottles cut, 1 plated cruet stand & 3 cruets, 1 pair cut decanters, 6 cut tumblers, 6 wine
glasses, 1 pair cut salts, 1 glass sugar bowl

Struthers Strang5, Gentleman
Yorkville, 1856

!l|lllillll!lll|l|^

Hugh MacMahon2, Esq. Surveyor
Dundas, 1852.

£163

breakfast, dinner and tea sets.

Dr. John Stratford2, Surgeon
Brantford, 1845

£110

11 green china cups (10 saucers), 5 green china basins, 6 cups and saucers, 23 common
plates, 5 common dishes, 1 blue tea pot, 1 milk jug, 5 common blue basins, 3 jugs, 5
common blue sugar basins, 3 tureens, 3 small dishes, 3 large dishes, 3 egg cups, 1 small
white jug, 1 mustard pot, 2 salt dishes, 1 blue cruet stand, 3 salt stands, 4 decanters, 6 cut
tumblers, 13 wine glasses, 7 glass preserve dishes

Daniel Kerr Servos2, Esq.
Barton Twp., 1857

£83

1 china tea set worth £1 15s.; 1 set of "dinner dishes" worth £2; 40 [wine] glasses, 2
decanters

Rev. Alfred Booker2, Baptist Minister
Hamilton, 1857

£75

"tea crockery" worth &s. 9p. as well as £1 worth of "china & glass" [in dining room]; "dinner
crockery" worth 15.y. [in pantry]

Owen McMahon1, Esq. Sheriff
Town of Picton, 1851

£71

[in dining room] breakfast set of blue stoneware, 1 tea set of china, 1 common tea set of
china, 18 dinner plates, 6 plates, 3 size dishes, 6 table jugs, 2 cover dishes, 1 dozen egg cups,
1 jelly shape, 1 fancy tureen, 18 cut glass tumblers, 12 wine glasses, 2 cut glass decanters, 2
common decanters, 10 glass plates, 2 glass preserve dishes

Archibald Ferguson2, Esq.
Hamilton, 1845

£49

1 lot cups and saucers, 2 teapots, 4 bowls, 8 table plates, 19 pudding plates, 5 white plates, 4
blue dishes, 4 pudding dishes, 1 water jug, 1 soup tureen, etc.

John David Smith', Esq., Magistrate
Port Hope, 1849

n.d.

dinner and breakfast sets (broken), 1 tea set, 1 china tea set, 12 champagne glasses, 6 wine
glasses, 6 tumblers, 5 pairs decanters.

John Roche', Gentleman
Peterborough, 1849

n.d.

[China] 10 cups and saucers, 1 slop and sugar basin, 1 cream jug, 4 gilt plates, 4 cake plates,
[Earthenware] 12 breakfast cups & saucers, 10 tea ditto., 1 slop and sugar basin, 8 small tea
plates, 1 tureen dish and stand, 2 vegetable dishes, 10 soup plates, 11 dinner plates, 11 supper
plates, 12 cheese plates, 1 blue pie dish, 1 small pie dish, 2 egg cups, 4 blue edged plates, 3
common basins, 5 large preserve jars, 9 small preserve jars, 10 stone jugs, 6 tumblers, 14
wine glasses, 1 decanter, 1 gal. glass jug, 1 cream ewer & preserve glass ditto, 2 water
decanters, 4 salt cellars, 1 pepper castor
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NAME/OCCUPATION/PLACE/DATE

£ H .F.

CERAMICS AND GLASSWARE

liRfispI^il;|l|I||||;|||
Antoine La Due2, Carpenter
Dundas, 1857

n.d.

24 plates, cups and saucers (no number), 2 pitchers

Elizabeth Mottashed2, Shoemaker's wife
Hamilton, 1852

£21

12 plates at 5s., 1 tea service at IDs.

Henry Isentrout1,
Cooper
Town of Paris, 1854

£7

10 plates, 10 cups and saucers, 1 coffee pot

illM!!!!!!!^
Alexander Graham2, Porter
Hamilton, 1858

<£34

1 1 plates, 6 cups and 2 saucers, 2 bowls, 2 yellow pie dishes, 1 cruet stand without cruets, 2
sugar bowls, 1 cream pitcher, 1 butter dish, 6 dishes, 1 slop bowl, 1 large pitcher, 1 water
pitcher, 1 vegetable dish, 1 tea pot, 4 tumblers

•;;|f|if||f|fll||l|H^
Francis Sheridan',
Fanner
Markham Twp., 1847

£46

24 plates, 18 cups and saucers, 8 bowls, 2 tea pots, cake plates (?)

David Agnew2, Yeoman
Nelson Twp., 1855

£25

18 plates, 12 cups and saucers

John Allinson4, Yeoman
Chinguacousy Twp., 1858

John Mitchell2, Farmer
Oneida Twp., 1849

£5

n.d.

10 plates, 5 cups and saucers, 2 sugar bowls, 1 mustard jar, 1 pitcher, 1 coffee pot, 1 salt
cellar, 1 butter tub, 2+ jugs
2 plates, 3 tea cups and saucers, 1 teapot

Sources: (1) Probate Court; (2) Wentworth County Surrogate Court; (3) Peterborough County Surrogate Court; (4) Peel County Surrogate Court; (5)
York County Surrogate Court.
Note: £HF = value of household furnishings to nearest pound.
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APPENDIX C: A ROOM BY ROOM INVENTORY OF A WORKING FAMILY, 1858

Inventory of the personal property of the late Alexander Graham of the City of Hamilton as taken on the premises Nov. 22 1858 b;
the executors S. Morrison & Joseph Mitchell, [edited with modernized spelling]

Kitchen
1 cooking stove furniture & platform
1 cupboard
1 table
1 bunk
3 common chairs
1 small chair
2 pails
2 large and 2 small tin pails
2 earthern crocks
1 churn
2 barrels
1 watering can
2 stone jars
1 pair scales
1 grindstone
1 handsaw
1 clothes basket
11 black bottles
2 spades
1 hand basket
1 small library case, 71 small books
6 plates
6 knives & forks
2 bowls
1 cup
2 saucers
2 yellow pie dishes
9 tea spoons
1 tumbler
Dining Room
5 plates
1 cruet stand without cruets
1 earthen crock
2 sugar bowls
1 cream pitcher
1 butter dish
5 cups
6 dishes
1 slop bowl
1 large pitcher
1 water pitcher
1 vegetable dish
3 tumblers
1 tea pot
1 wanning stove pipe & platform
1 table folding leaves
1 side board
1 double cupboard
1 bureau
1 bellows
1 arm chair
1 rocking chair
4 common chairs

1 clock
4 pictures
1 tea tray
1 common server
6 china and alabaster ornaments
1 small work box
2 ink stands
floor carpets (rug)
oil cloth
Front Sitting Room
6 hair bottom chairs (common)
2 hair bottom chairs (arm)
1 rocking chair
1 sofa
1 square table
1 small side table
2 maps (Canada, United States)
2 pictures (Peel, New World)
1 fancy box with 2 drawers
1 table cover
3 china dogs
3 sea shells
1 glass boot
9 books (1 from church school)
floor carpet
hall, stair carpets
3 foot mats
Bed Room No. 1
1 bed stead
1 straw tick
1 feather bed
1 sheet
1 blanket
2 quilts
1 counterpane
2 pillows
1 bureau
1 guitar [?]
7 small books
1 small table
1 wash stand
1 looking glass
2 common chairs
1 comb
2 brushes
2 crystal glasses
window curtains & blind
Bed Room No. 2
1 bed stead
1 straw bed
1 hair matress
1 blanket
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1 quilt
1 wash stand
1 small table
1 looking glass
1 stool
3 books
2 pillows
1 small floor carpet
Bed Room No. 3
1 bed stead
1 straw mattress
1 wool matress
2 common quilts
1 wash stand
1 small looking glass
1 carpet on floor
window blind
Bed Room No. 4
1 bed stead
1 straw bed
1 quilt
1 pillow
1 wash stand
1 pitcher
1 wash basin
1 small looking glass
2 small boxes, empty
1 band box
1 stool
strip carpet
window blind
Lobby Upstairs
1 small clock
2 travelling trunks
1 violin and case
1 trunk
1 cupboard
3 small books
Live Stock
1 cow
Body Dress of Deceased
1 coat black
1 pants
1 vest
2 hats (beaver & straw)
1 cap fur
1 gold watch

